Research Goals
The overall aim of this research program was to investigate communication over point-to-point and multiple-access channels that are plagued by interference with an incomplete statistical des.cription. Research efforts focused on two main objectives. The first objective was to develop and analyze robust communication techniques for the arbitrarily varying channel (AVC), which models a communication channel that is subject to intelligent and adaptable jamming. The second objective was to investigate the use of coding in multiple-access channels to mitigate the effects of co-channel interference and jamming.
II. Summary of Results
This section briefly summarizes the main results obtained during the period 1 July 1992 -30 April 1993, which are contained in references . Results in references 11-171 have been summarized in earlier progress reports.
List decoding:
The arbitrarily varying channel models a communication channel that is corrupted by an intelligent jammer that adapts to %l1 aspects of the communication system except those which are generated at random (or pseudo-randot.,, in practice). To approach the capacity )f this channel, the transmitter and receive-typically must employ synchronous random number generators for signal randomization 12,61. Direct-sequence and frequency-hopping modulation can be regarded as practical examples of communication systems that use synchronous random number generators. In [181, we show that this signal randomization is unnecessary if list decoding is permitted. In list decoding, the receiver narrows the transmitted message to a small list of L possible messages instead of uniquely identifying it. Corresponding to each channel, there is a smallest list size L*. If the receiver is permitted to employ list decoding with list size L*, then no signal randomization is needed. The practical significance of this observation is that when list decoding is permitted on a jammed channel then, from the standpoint of channel capacity, there is no benefit in using synchronized pseudo-random number generators. Multiple-access channels subject to jamming: TDMA and FDMA are efficient methods for sharing a radio or satellite channel among many non-bursty users. However, the time and frequency localization inherent in these schemes can be exploited by an intelligent jammer. This jamming vulnerability can be eliminated if users switch to codedivision multiple-access (CDMA), but at the cost of increasing multiple-access interference. What then is is the best way to share a jammed multiple-access channel? In [211, we seek an answer to this question using information theory. We determine the capacity region of the multiple-access AVC, when all transmitters and the jammer are constrained in average power. For this channel, we show that the classic time and frequency sharing techniques are highly suboptimal. As a consequence, the capacity region is not a convex set. In related work [241, we show that the capacity region of the multiple-access AVC can be significantly increased by allowing all transmitters to share a common synchronous random number generator.
-3-Random access with large propagation delay: On high-speed optical links, the propagation delay can be very large in comparison to packet transmission time (or slot length). For example, a packet of 1000 bits transmitted at a rate of 1 Gb/sec over an optical fiber of length 150 km will encounter a roundtrip propaation delay of approximately 1000 slots. Traditional random access schemes, such as ALOHA, were developed with the satellite channel in mind, where feedback propagation delay is on the order of 12 slots. It is therefore important to develop new random access schemes that are suitable for the shared optical channel. In [201 and [221, we consider random access to a packet broadcasting channel with long propagation delay. We introduce and analyze a new channel access protocol that combines aspects of ALOHA random access with the use of error-control codes across transmitted packets. Our results show that the use of coding in a random access scheme has a profound effect on throughput, delay, and stability. As in ALOHA, our system often has two stable operating points: ui,ý corresponding to high throughput and low backlog, and the other corresponding to low throughput and high backlog. As the blocklength of the error-control code is increased at a fixed code rate, the desirable operating point tends to still higher throughput and lower backlog, but at the expense of increasing the "basin of attraction" of the undesirable operating point.
Coding for multiple-access channels: Wolf posed the following problem for the multiple-access channel: How should codes be assigned to a collection of M potential users of a multiple-access channel, where it is expected that no more than T<_M of the users are active at the same time? Wolf further distinguished between two approaches to this problem. In the static approach (which requires no feedback), each of the M users is assigned a fixed code to use whenever active. In the dynamic approach, only T codes are used; when users become inactive their codes are reassigned to newly active users (thereby requiring feedback). In [191 and [231, we derive fundamental bounds on the performance of codes for the static assignment problem. Among the conclusions of this work is the observation that when T.:r/ (the typical case in practice), there is no benefit to synchronizing the users of a multiple-access channel.
